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Abstract. Neutron total cross sections of natFe, 197Au and natW have been measured at the nELBE neu-
tron time-of-flight facility in the energy range from 0.2 – 8 MeV with an uncertainty due to counting
statistics of up to 2 % and a total uncertainty due to systematic effects of 1 %. The neutrons are produced
with the superconducting electron accelerator ELBE using a liquid lead circuit as photo-neutron target.
By periodical sample-in-sample-out measurements the transmission of the sample materials has been de-
termined using a low-threshold plastic scintillation detector. The resulting effective total cross sections
show good agreement with previously measured data that cover only part of the energy range available at
nELBE. The results have also been compared to evaluated library files and recent calculations based on a
dispersive coupled channel optical model potential.

PACS. XX.XX.XX No PACS code given

1 Introduction1

The neutron total cross section is the sum of the neutron2

induced partial cross sections for all open reaction chan-3

nels, e.g. elastic and inelastic scattering, radiative cap-4

ture, charged particle emission, neutron-induced fission,5

(n,xn) reactions. It can be measured in a transmission ex-6

periment, which allows a high precision of a few percent.7

Neutron total cross sections are an important experimen-8

tal input for the evaluation of neutron-induced cross sec-9

tions. The transmission determined from the count rates10

of the neutron beam transmitted through the sample rel-11

ative to the count rate without sample is independent of12

the neutron detection efficiency, see e.g. refs. [1,2]. Neu-13

tron total cross sections show a large sensitivity to both14

compound nucleus model and optical model parameters15

in the fast-neutron energy range, where resonances in the16
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cross sections overlap or cannot be resolved experimen- 17

tally. 18

Dispersive coupled-channels calculations have improved 19

the description of the total cross section experimental data 20

for nuclides with various nuclear structures, e.g., the soft- 21

rotor coupling for even iron isotopes [3,4] and actinides 22

[5], vibrational-rotational coupling for statically deformed 23

nuclides like actinides [6] or rigid-rotor coupling for tung- 24

sten [7,8] and gold [8]. Optical model parameters are avail- 25

able from the RIPL-3 data base of IAEA [8]. For gold 26

the nuclear data evaluation also profits from data in the 27

unresolved resonance region, where statistical resonance 28

parameters are used [9]. 29

For many nuclides neutron total cross sections have 30

been measured with high precision at Los Alamos Na- 31

tional Laboratory [10] from 5 to 560 MeV. There is also an 32

extensive set of measurements by Foster Jr. and Glasgow 33

[11] from 2.5 up to 15 MeV. The measurements presented 34

here will allow to extend the range from about 8 MeV 35

down to 150 keV which covers the important first “Ram- 36

sauer” oscillation in the total cross section in the region 37

of maximum relevance for fast reactors. 38

Iron as a major component in steel is an important 39

structural material in many nuclear applications. It is also 40
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used in the cladding for fuel elements in sodium cooled41

reactors. Iron has been included in the list of isotopes for42

the international nuclear data evaluation project CIELO43

[12–14]. The major isotope of iron - 56Fe - is a typical near-44

magic vibrational nucleus with low level density and a45

first excited one-phonon state around 850 keV. Therefore,46

resonant structures extend up to to several MeV excitation47

energy in the total cross section, and observed fluctuations48

have been incorporated into the evaluated data bases.49

The total cross section of 197Au is an item on the50

High Priority Request list of OECD/NEA [15] and gold is51

also an important neutron dosimeter [16,17]. Additionally,52

neutron capture on gold is a Neutron Standard reaction53

at the thermal energy, and from 200 keV up to 2.5 MeV54

[18,19].55

Natural tungsten natW is an important structural ma-56

terial to be used as plasma facing material in fusion reac-57

tors, it is also a component of reduced-activation ferritic-58

martensitic steels. An account of the total cross section of59

natW measured at nELBE has already been published in60

ref. [20].61

2 The nELBE time-of-flight facility62

At the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden - Rossendorf (HZDR),63

Germany, the first photo-neutron source at a supercon-64

ducting electron accelerator dedicated to measurements65

in the fast neutron range has been built. The facility has66

been upgraded with an enlarged time-of-flight experimen-67

tal area, and a new compact liquid-lead circuit is uti-68

lized as a neutron-producing target [21,22]. A floorplan69

is shown in fig. 1. A flight path of about 5 to 9 m can70

be used for time-of-flight measurements. The room return71

of neutrons is reduced by locating all walls, ceiling and72

floor at least 3 m away from the neutron beam axis. The73

electron beam is accelerated to 30 MeV in continuous-74

wave mode by superconducting cavities. The maximum75

average beam current at a micro-pulse rate of 13 MHz76

is 1 mA. The accelerator produces high brilliance beams77

with variable micropulse repetition rates and duty cycles.78

The bunch duration is only about 5 ps, so that the time-79

of-flight resolution is not degraded and short flight paths80

can be used with a high-resolution detection system. The81

typical repetition rate for time-of-flight measurements is82

100 to 400 kHz.83

The neutron source strength at the nominal beam cur-84

rent has been calculated with the Monte Carlo N-Particle85

Transport Code MCNP-4C3 to be about 1013 neutrons/s86

[22]. The technical design including thermo-mechanical87

parameters of the liquid lead circuit and the beam dump88

is discussed in ref. [23]. The electron beam passes through89

a beryllium window mounted on a stainless-steel vacuum90

chamber and hits the neutron producing target, consist-91

ing of a molybdenum channel confining the liquid lead.92

The channel has a rhombic cross section with 11 mm side93

length. The electrons generate bremsstrahlung which re-94

leases neutrons in secondary (γ,n) reactions on lead. These95

leave the neutron producing target almost isotropically,96
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Fig. 1. Floor plan of the neutron time-of-flight facility nELBE
at HZDR, Dresden. The neutrons are produced by the electron
beam hitting a liquid lead circuit as neutron producing target,
see inset on the lower right. A neutron beam is shaped by a col-
limator and guided to the neutron time-of-flight hall, see inset
on the left. The detection setup is located in the time-of-flight
hall, see upper inset. For neutron transmission experiments a
plastic scintillator with a low threshold for recoil proton sig-
nals is used. The transmission samples are located in a movable
absorber ladder in the front of the collimator.

whereas the angular distributions of electrons and pho-97

tons are strongly forward-peaked. The collimator axis is 98

located at 100 degrees with respect to the electron beam 99

direction. The properties of the collimator and the neu- 100

tron beam at the experimental area have been optimized 101

using MCNP-4C3 in order to maintain the correlation of 102

time-of-flight and neutron energy [22]. The collimator of 103

2.5 m length contains three replaceable elements of lead 104

and borated polyethylene that are mounted inside a pre- 105

cision steel tube. 106

3 Transmission experiment 107

The neutron transmission T is determined from the ratio 108

of the background and deadtime corrected count rates R 109

with sample in the beam to sample out of the beam as a 110

function of neutron time-of-flight t: 111

Texp =
Rin

Rout
(1)

From the measured transmission as a function of time-of- 112

flight Texp(En(tn)) an effective neutron total cross section 113

〈σtot(En)〉 can be determined: 114

〈σtot(En)〉 = − 1

n
lnTexp (2)

Different correction required in the resolved and the un- 115

resolved resonance range will be discussed in sec. 4. 116
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Table 1. Fe, Au, W transmission sample properties. The iron
conforms to ARMCO grade 4 99.9 %, the gold conforms to
standard fine gold (99.99 %) and the tungsten has a purity of
99.95 %.

mass diameter areal density
sample

(g) (mm) (atoms/barn)

Fe 77.275(1) 25.01(1) 0.16959(27)
Au 163.760(1) 26.01(1) 0.09422(14)
W 153.200(1) 25.29(1) 0.09990(16)

The samples and bremsstrahlung absorbers were right 117

circular cylinders precisely machined. The areal density118

of the transmission samples n was determined from their119

masses with a digital analytic scale (KERN ABT 320-120

4M) and their diameters using a vernier micrometer screw121

(Tesamaster), see table 1. The length was 16 mm for the122

gold and the tungsten sample and 20 mm for the iron123

sample.124

The samples together with bremsstrahlung absorbers125

were mounted in a motor-driven computer-controlled ab-126

sorber ladder directly in front of the collimator entrance.127

The conical neutron-beam collimator has an entrance aper-128

ture diameter of 20 mm increasing to 30 mm at the exit.129

In this geometry small diameter samples were used with a130

typical neutron-transmission factor of about 0.5. The sam-131

ples were periodically moved in and out of the beam to132

compensate for possible long-term drifts in the neutron-133

beam intensity. The order of the cycle was 197Au, natW,134

natFe with an sample out setting following each sample.135

The data-taking time per cycle for the sample out setting136

was 600 s (reduced to 300 s for the second half of the exper-137

iment) and 1200 s for the natFe, 197Au and natW samples.138

The total measurement time was about 107 hours. Each139

sample position including the empty one was combined140

with a 3 cm thick Pb absorber to reduce the bremsstrahlung141

count rate. All Pb absorbers were made from the same142

technical lead alloy (PbSb4).143

The transmitted neutrons were detected using a plastic144

scintillator (Eljen EJ-200, 200 mm × 42 mm × 11 mm)145

that was read out on both ends using high-gain Hama-146

matsu R2059-01 photomultiplier tubes (PMT). It was po-147

sitioned at a flight path length of 852.1 cm. In this ex-148

periment the scintillator is surrounded by a 1 cm thick149

lead shield to reduce the room background count rate.150

The coincidence of the two PMT signals allows to detect151

also low energy proton recoils and to achieve a low neu-152

tron energy detection threshold [24]. A typical time-of-153

flight spectrum is shown in fig. 2. About 150 ns after the154

bremsstrahlung neutrons start to hit the detector. The155

time-of-flight resolution determined from the width of the156

bremsstrahlung peak is about ∆t(FWHM) = 1.25 ns. The157

detection threshold for recoil protons in this detector is at158

about 10 keV [24]. The overlap neutron energy for the159

micropulse repetition rate (101.563 kHz) and flight path160

is 3.9 keV which is below the detection threshold of the161

detector.162

Fig. 2. Dead-time corrected time-of-flight spectrum with Au
sample from a subset of the data taken (treal = 37200 s). PMT
after-pulses are suppressed as described in the text. A narrow
condition on the time-difference of the PMT signals is used
to suppress e.g. double hits. The first peak at 22 ns is due
to double hits in the scintillator. The bremsstrahlung peak is
located at 28.4 ns, its width is 1.25 ns (FWHM). The neutron
time-of-flight range is from about 150 to 2500 ns. The blue line
is the result of a fit of a constant time-independent background
rate. The bin size of the spectrum is 0.5 ns.

The electron beam intensity was limited to the sub163

µA range to keep the detector count rate below 12.5 kHz164

(sample out setting). The count rates with sample were 165

3.0 kHz (Au), 3.2 kHz (W) and 6.6 kHz (Fe). This corre- 166

sponds to a neutron count rate for the sample out setting 167

of about 110 n/s. On average, only every eighth accel- 168

erator bunch is registered by the detector (either with a 169

bremsstrahlung or neutron induced signal). 170

The time-of-flight of the transmitted neutrons was mea- 171

sured in list mode with the real-time data acquisition soft- 172

ware package MBS (Multi-Branch-System) developed at 173

GSI, Darmstadt. The data acquisition setup consists of a 174

single VME/NIM crate with a CES RIO4 front-end pro- 175

cessor using the real-time operating system Lynx OS. The 176

schematic diagram is shown in fig. 3. The PMT signals and 177

the accelerator frequency are fed into a CAEN V1290A 178

multi-hit multi-event time-to-digital converter (TDC) with 179

25 ps least significant bit (LSB). This TDC is operated in 180

trigger matching mode using a programmable time win- 181

dow with 13 µs width. The time-of-flight spectrum is de- 182

termined from the coincident time-sum of both PMT sig- 183

nals relative to the accelerator frequency. A software con- 184

dition is set on the time-difference of the two PMT signals 185

to select events from the center of the beam spot on the 186

scintillator. 187

A CAEN V965A charge-to-digital converter (QDC) is 188

used to determine the charge of the PMT signals. The 189

QDC buffer can hold 32 events while the TDC has a 190

32 KWords deep buffer. Therefore the latter can register 191

many more events before it has to be readout. The QDC 192

data are only used to monitor the threshold of the constant 193
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Fig. 3. Electronics-schematic of the transmission experiment.
See text for details.

fraction discriminators (CFD) that are set just below the 194

single photo-electron peaks of the PMTs. That means, a 195

correlation between QDC and TDC data is not required,196

therefore the time when the QDC is busy or its memory197

full can be ignored and the readout frequency can be re-198

duced. A readout trigger is produced typically after 700199

event triggers. Furthermore, the TDC is not stopped dur-200

ing readout but continues measuring. By this modification201

the dead time can be minimized. This is an improvement202

compared to a former experiment described in ref. [25].203

E.g., the live time for sample out setting measurements is204

increased from 56 % to 95 % (see also sec. 4.2).205

The transmission measurement requires a high level206

of after-pulse rejection due to the nature of the photo-207

neutron source, as the instantaneous intensity of the brems-208

strahlung is more than four orders of magnitude higher209

than the neutron intensity, see fig. 2. The random back-210

ground rate is dominated to 80 to 90 % by the beam-off211

background.212

The PMTs having a high gain (2 · 107) cause after-213

pulses to occur in a time range from 100 ns to several214

microseconds after a real pulse. The ELBE accelerator pe-215

riod used in this measurement is 9.8 µs. The relevant neu-216

tron time of flight range is about 200 ns to 2.5 µs. This217

implies that after-pulses from the bremsstrahlung occur218

in this range. They are frequent enough to cause random219

coincidences in the readout of the two PMTs. In order220

to suppress triggering on after-pulses, the FPGA trigger221

logic was programmed to have a 3 µs dead time after each222

coincidence. In this way effectively all after-pulses from223

the gamma-flash in the neutron time-of-flight region are224

suppressed. This is a further improvement to our former225

experiment [25] where the 3 µs dead time was created by226

gate and delay generators after the CFDs which caused227

additional dead time due to the higher singles rates of228

the PMTs. In this experiment neutron time-of-flight sig-229

nals are only registered during accelerator periods where230

the bremsstrahlung was not registered before in the same231

accelerator period. 232

4 Data analysis and experimental 233

uncertainties 234

To determine the neutron transmission and the total cross 235

section from the measured time-of-flight distribution with 236

a relative accuracy of a few percent several corrections are 237

in order: 238

1. Correction for a time-of-flight dependent dead time 239

2. Subtraction of a random background in the time-of- 240

flight spectra 241

3. Correction for fluctuations of the neutron-beam inten- 242

sity 243

4. Correction for in-scattering of neutrons 244

5. Correction for resonant self-shielding in thick trans- 245

mission samples 246

These corrections to our transmission experiment have al- 247

ready been discussed in ref. [25]. In this section the impor- 248

tant corrections will be briefly revisited and the effect of 249

resonant self-shielding in the unresolved resonance region 250

(URR) will be discussed. 251

Random background and dead-time corrections are im- 252

portant. The fluctuations of the neutron-beam intensity 253

were measured during the sample cycling and found to 254

have a small influence, see the discussion in [25]. In-scat- 255

tering of neutrons was minimized by the geometry of the 256

setup: The collimator strongly limits the solid angle un- 257

der which neutrons can be registered and only neutrons 258

passing through the full length of the sample can hit the 259

detector. The probability for multiple in-scattering of fast 260

neutrons has been found to be less than 0.1 % [25]. 261

4.1 Random background correction 262

In neutron sources using moderators to slow down the 263

neutrons this background can be time-of-flight dependent 264

and must be determined in separate measurements, see 265

[1]. In this transmission experiment a low beam intensity 266

and a very compact neutron producing target without any 267

materials that would slow down neutrons were used. The 268

random background can be described by a constant value 269

in time-of-flight. It is mostly dominated by random coin- 270

cidences due to ambient natural radioactivity whereas the 271

room return background of neutrons is rather low [25]. 272

Fig. 2 shows a typical background rate from a fit to the 273

time-of-flight region below the neutron detection thresh- 274

old of the detector. 275

4.2 Dead time correction 276

As the photo-neutron source in this experiment is pulsed 277

with a repetition rate of 101.563 kHz, the dead-time cor- 278

rection is not constant but time-of-flight dependent. The 279

time-of-flight dependent dead-time correction α(tToF) = 280

tlive/treal is determined in the same way as described in 281

refs. [25,26]. The dead time per event is measured with 282

a 40 MHz clock by the trigger logic implemented in the 283

FPGA module. For each event the starting time-of-flight284
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Fig. 4. Time-of-flight dependent dead-time correction factor
α = tlive/treal. The dead-time correction increases with the
arrival of bremsstrahlung radiation at t = 28.4 ns. The neutron
intensity, being much lower, only causes a small change in α
in the neutron time of flight range. The blue curve shows the
dead-time correction for the iron sample measurement; the red
curve for sample out setting.

channel and the length of the dead time are known. In the285

offline data analysis a histogram is filled containing the286

information on how often each time-of-flight channel was287

blocked. Most of the dead time is due to bremsstrahlung288

signals causing a 3 µs long step in time-of-flight depen-289

dent dead-time correction factor, see fig. 4. The dead time290

caused by neutron induced signals starts later and is much291

shorter.292

In this experiment the dead time due to the duration293

of the CFD signals of the single PMTs is negligible as their294

width is reduced to 20 ns. To improve the suppression of295

after-pulses in the list-mode data analysis a filter has been296

applied. If a coincidence event of the two PMTs occurs297

within the length of the programmable time window (here298

up to 9.5 µs before the triggering event), it is discarded299

as a potential after-pulse. This is essentially the length300

of the accelerator period. If the time interval is increased301

to e.g. 12.5 µs this filter starts to eliminate real pulses302

and not only after-pulses from the time-of-flight spectrum303

leading to a loss of counts. Therefore, the time window has304

to be short enough to prevent extension into the previous305

accelerator period.306

4.3 Resonant self-shielding307

Resonant self-shielding can be an important correction308

at low neutron energy, where the total cross section can309

have strong, separated compound-nuclear resonances [27].310

If there are sharp resonances in the total cross section the311

experimental resolution can become insufficient to com-312

pletely resolve them. Then the cross section calculated313

with the experimental transmission according to eq. (2)314

will differ from the real total cross section. This is the315

case for the natFe cross section reported here and also for 316

the low energy part below about 250 keV of 197Au and 317

natW. 318

In the URR resonant self-shielding still can play a role 319

in transmission measurements [1,9,28]. The magnitude of 320

the effect depends on sample thickness and the average 321

resonance width and spacing. The resonant self-shielding 322

effect in the URR can be calculated using data tables of 323

cross sections in MCNP including the probability-table 324

method [29,30]. The correction for the resonant self ab- 325

sorption in the URR can be calculated according to: 326

Tsim(En) = FT exp{−n〈σtot〉} (3)

where the correction factor FT is deduced from the left- 327

most equation in 328

FT =
Tsim(En)

exp{−n〈σtot〉}
≈ 1 +

n2

2
var(σtot)± ... (4)

where Tsim(En) is the simulated neutron transmission tak- 329

ing into account resonant self-shielding in the unresolved 330

resonance with the probability-table method in MCNP 331

and exp{−n〈σtot〉} is the simulated neutron transmission 332

with MCNP where only the average point-wise cross-sec- 333

tion data are used without the probability-table method. 334

The resulting transmission correction factors FT due to 335

the effect of resonant self-shielding in the 197Au and the 336

natW sample are shown in fig. 5. The data tables currently 337

included in MCNP contain unresolved resonance parame- 338

ters only up to a neutron energy of 100 keV. To estimate 339

the correction in the energy range covered by the present 340

measurement a smoothed extrapolation of the simulated 341

FT has been done (see fig. 5) which might be indicative 342

of its real continuing decrease. From this extrapolation it 343

can be estimated that the correction would be below 1 % 344

above 150 keV for both samples. However, this correction 345

is not applied to the data presented here. 346

4.4 Unresolved resonant structures 347

Due to the high level density of the heavy deformed nuclei 348

197Au and natW the transmission data do not show sig- 349

nificant resonant structures in the neutron energy range 350

above 150 keV. The neutron resonance level spacing of 351

the near-magic iron however is three orders of magnitude 352

higher than in tungsten or gold. The measured transmis- 353

sion of natFe is shown in fig. 6. It is compared to the cal- 354

culated transmissions Tres with and without taking an ex- 355

perimental resolution function R(En−E) (see e.g. [1,25]) 356

into account via the relation: 357

Tres(En) =

∫
R(En − E) exp{−nσtot(E)}dE (5)

The measured transmission of natFe shows the effects of 358

unresolved resonances leading to an experimental total 359

cross section, that is not straightforward to be used in 360

e.g. R-Matrix analysis of data. The s-wave resonances 361

and their interference with potential scattering are well 362

resolved. The much narrower resonant structure of l > 0363
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Fig. 5. The transmission correction factor FT vs. neutron en-
ergy E calculated with MCNP for the 197Au (blue circles)
and the natW (red squares) sample. Due to the resonant self-
shielding in the URR the experimental transmission is larger
than can be estimated based on the average point-wise to-
tal cross section. An MCNP calculation above 100 keV is not
possible, as the required URR parameters do not exist in the
available data files. The solid lines show smoothed extrapola-
tions of the MCNP simulated correction factors FT into the
energy range covered by the present measurement.

resonances visible in the evaluated data based on exper-364

iments using a much longer flight path with a higher ex-365

perimental resolution, e.g., [31–34], is not resolved here.366

Frequent minima of the total cross section lead to a rather367

high transmission, that would require a thicker sample to368

be measured, whereas the sharp l > 0 resonances having a369

high peak will saturate and require a smaller sample thick-370

ness. The experimental resolution function of the nELBE371

setup can be well described by a straightforward Gaus-372

sian resolution function using the time-of-flight resolu-373

tion determined from the width ∆t of the bremsstrahlung374

peak and the flight path variation ∆L due to thickness of375

neutron detector and the neutron producing target. How-376

ever, the comparison of measured data with optical model377

cross sections, that describe the energy-averaged excita-378

tion function, is still possible.379

5 Results380

The neutron total cross sections of natFe, 197Au and natW381

have been measured in the energy range from about 0.15382

to 8 MeV. The energy resolution ∆E/E increases in this383

energy range from 4 ·10−3 to 1.2 ·10−2 (FWHM). At ener-384

gies above 2 MeV the energy resolution has been found to385

deteriorate due to scattering of neutrons in the lead shield386

of the plastic scintillator [25]. In this work the length of387

the scintillator has been reduced from 100 cm to 20 cm388

which should help to reduce this effect. This resolution389

is sufficient for average cross sections that can be com-390

pared with optical model calculations. Fig. 6 shows the391

measured transmission on iron of this work in compari-392

son with the transmission calculated using the evaluated393

Fig. 6. Transmission of natFe measured in this work shown as
red data circles (with 0.5 ns binning). The calculated transmis-
sion based on the evaluated cross section (JEFF-3.2=JEFF-3.1
[32]) of natFe is shown in cyan. The simulated transmission tak-
ing into account the experimental resolution function with eq.
(5) using ∆t = 1.25 ns (FWHM) and ∆L = 1.48 cm (FWHM)
is shown as a black curve.
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cross section from JEFF-3.2 (=JEFF-3.1 [32]) which is394

based on a combination of data involving also the high-395

resolution measurement described in ref. [35] and older396

average cross section analyses. Fig. 7 shows the exper-397

imental cross section without a correction for resonant398

self-shielding. A good agreement is found with all mea-399

surements shown. Due to the short flight path this work400

does not have the time resolution to resolve narrow res-401

onances in iron, only the broader s-wave resonances and402

interferences with potential scattering are resolved. How-403

ever, a broad energy range from 0.15 to 8 MeV is covered404

allowing a comparison of the normalization of the higher405

resolution measurements that covered only smaller energy406

intervals. A connection to the precise measurements from407

Abfalterer et al. [10] that extend from a neutron energy of408

5 MeV to several hundred MeV neutron energy is made.409

In fig. 7 the total cross section of iron is also com-410

pared with predictions based on a recent dispersive-cou-411

pled-channels optical model (DCCOM) [3,4]. The model412

calculations were done for the iron isotopes 54,56,57,58Fe413

and the total cross section for the natural isotopic compo-414

sition was calculated from these isotopic data. The DC-415

COM results agree well with the total cross section above416

4 MeV, at lower energies the resonant structure in the417

cross section cannot be described by the model, nor the418

minimum of the measured averaged cross section at 1 MeV.419

This behaviour is well known for near magic nuclei of the420

iron group, and the description of the observed reduction421

in the averaged total cross section requires l-dependent422

optical model potentials [36].423

In fig. 8 the measured total cross section of 197Au is424

shown in comparison with results from four high preci-425

sion experiments [10,11,27,37]. The absolute agreement426

is very good and the precise data from Abfalterer et al.427

[10] are extended over the first single particle resonance428

down to 150 keV. In this energy range up to now only429

measurements using quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams430

were available. These data points are by about 2 % lower431

than the results reported in ref. [25] which suffered from a432

much higher dead time correction mentioned above. The433

results from Poenitz et al. [37] in this energy range are434

systematically higher and have larger uncertainties in the435

energy range from 0.5 to 1 MeV. Below 500 keV and above436

1.5 MeV the deviation is smaller than 1 %. Below 800 keV437

the present data lie in between the JEFF-3.2 evaluation438

and the DCCOM prediction [4].439

In fig. 9 the measured total cross section of natW is440

shown in comparison with other experimental results [10,441

11,27,37]. The data presented here agree very well with442

the high precision data from Abfalterer et al. [10] and ex-443

tend down to 150 keV bridging some gaps in the data444

around 2 MeV and below 1 MeV. The agreement with the445

JEFF-3.2 evaluation [38] is poor, especially near the Ram-446

sauer maximum. The ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluated data [39]447

based on the Trkov evaluation [7,40] is in good agreement448

with our measurements. Experimental total cross sections449

for 182,184,186W with an uncertainty due to systematic ef- 450

fects of about 2 to 3 % do exist from measurements with 451

isotopically enriched samples [41,42]. 452

In figs. 7-9 only uncertainties due to counting statistics 453

are plotted. They are in the order of 1 % to 8 % over the 454

energy range from 0.2 to 8.0 MeV using a time-of-flight 455

binsize of 2 ns corresponding to an energy binsize of 0.6 to 456

150 keV in that energy range. Using a binsize of 10 ns (i.e., 457

3 to 764 keV) the uncertainties due to counting statistics 458

can be reduced below 2 % over the complete energy range. 459

The total uncertainty due to systematic effects is about 460

1 % including sample dimension, dead time correction, 461

and background subtraction. 462
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